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NEWS RELEASE 
 

AC Business Media publications receive  
Folio editorial and design awards 

  
Fort Atkinson, WI (December 6, 2016) – AC Business Media, a business-to-business media company with 
a portfolio of renowned publications in construction and supply chain markets, recently received an 
Eddie Digital Award and three honorable mentions from Folio, the media industry’s resource for trends 
and best practices.  
 
EDDIE DIGITAL AWARD 
Equipment Today, the construction contractor's equipment information resource, won the 2016 B-to-B 
Visual Storytelling Eddie Digital Award for its presentation of “The Transformation of the Construction 
Industry.”  
 
The Transformer-influenced robot was developed as a pull-out 
poster in the Equipment Today magazine and an online, 
interactive piece to educate contractors and other construction 
equipment owners about advancements in machine 
technology. The interactive piece opens with an animated 
robot and an invitation to mouse over portions of the image to 
see systems and components that currently or in future can 
enhance fuel efficiency, performance and both machine and 
operator productivity. 
 
OZZIE HONORABLE MENTIONS 
Concrete Contractor, a print and interactive digital magazine that 
delivers original content for concrete contractors, earned an 
honorable mention in the B-to-B Use of Digital Imagery for its 
October/November issue.  
 
The annual Product Guide issue presents new product information for 
contractors who construct flatwork/slabs, foundations and walls, 
decorative concrete and polished concrete. 
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Food Logistics magazine, a B2B trade publication covering the global food supply 
chain, earned an honorable mention in the Custom – Supplemental Annual or 
One Shot category for its October custom print supplement. 
 
Food Logistics’ custom publications, a valuable tool for advertiser 
partners and readers, are content-driven and informative with less 
emphasis on the advertiser’s particular products and services. The result 
is a highly versatile custom publication with a long shelf life and audience 
engagement.  
 
EDDIE DIGITAL HONORABLE MENTION 
Sustainable Construction, a quarterly digital publication featuring sustainable construction best-
practices, products and resources, received an honorable mention in 
Folio’s category for B-to-B Standalone Digital Magazine – Construction 
/ Manufacturing for its Summer issue.  
 
The interactive Summer issue focused on how construction contractors 
can save money and reduce their carbon footprint by using sustainable 
construction practices like intelligent compaction, ecological 
restoration and green building materials on their jobs every day. 
 
For its 2016 awards program, Folio engaged a panel of more than 300 judges who reviewed 2,800 
entries and selected 250 awards across 33 categories. Eddie Awards are given for the best in print and 
digital editorial; Ozzie Awards are for the best in magazine and website design. 
 
About AC Business Media 
AC Business Media is a business-to-business media and data company with a portfolio of renowned 
brands in heavy construction, asphalt, concrete, paving, rental, sustainability, manufacturing, logistics 
and supply chain markets. AC Business Media delivers relevant, cutting-edge content to its audiences 
through its industry-leading digital properties, trade shows, videos, magazines, webinars and 
newsletters and provides advertisers the analytics, data and ability to reach their target audience. 
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